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To the reader –

 You hold in your hands Galaxy 

the magazine – bright, shiny, and in 

many ways the end product of some-

thing much larger that you never see.  

It is the result of a meeting process that 

lasts all school year: Each week, mem-

bers of the club read aloud submissions 

and hone their literary skills, doing 

their English teachers proud with dis-

cussions of diction, metaphor, and the 

like.  Another  function of meetings 

pertains to authors.  Meetings help 

them to understand what they wrote.

 It’s one thing to intend to write 

a piece about a pathological stalker and his obsession with a woman he barely knows, and it’s quite 

another thing to find out you may have written a tender love story.  Never-ending arguments over 

meaning occasionally break out at Galaxy meetings, it’s true, but in a positive light they are a symp-

tom of the fact that there are as many readings of a story as there are readers.  The ultimate aim is 

precision, and hopefully most Galaxy-goers develop a heightened awareness of words with double 

meanings and phrases that need antecedents.  At the same time, even the most refined piece will 

always change a little in the reading, so be aware.  The act of creation does not end with writing.  

 Please enjoy Galaxy 2005.
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Opening Comments

colophon

Galaxy is the art and literary magazine of Brighton 
High School, Rochester, New York. All pre-press work 
is done on Dell Personal Computers using Adobe 
Pagemaker 6.5 and Adobe Photoshop 6.0. The printing 
process is sheet-fed offset with a run of 400 saddled-
stitched copies.
The dominant type styles are:
Headlines— Hightower 32pt.; 
Body Text— Palatino Linotype 12pt.
 Printed by:
  Pinnacle Printers, inc.
  620 South Avenue
  Rochester, NY 14620
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Potential Energy
Behind the mathematical sweep of windshield wipers,  
I watch headlights and electric letters ripple in the wet street 
and long for New York, city of no stars. 
 
Last fall we walked grey pavement in the rain 
and drank the hours in which we had each other. 
It’s September again: the ends of the circle touch. 
 
If I followed these highways east I could be with you 
in that lit-up, stormy city, stepping thoughtlessly through 
puddles, 
neon between my toes and your hands between my hands.

I am upon the breakwater, feeling the spray–
salty and light, tingles and shudders.
And even upon these rocky guardians

Far from the real ocean out there,
I can hear the echoes of the past surging up
bleating fruitlessly, we are about to crash.

 
The uplifting winds

soaring around the clouds and tumbling
though they are fierce, now on Earth

we feel just the hint of a promise
unnervingly calm and gentle breezes toy

the animals having fled
Grasses churning and rocking

fires burning across the plains–
the spices undulate upwards

torn and whirling across the savannah
 

There is black running through my red;
cracks within me

that will not hug my form, or dissipate into the background
but insist on plunging and digging right through my core

They latch on with horrid intensity
so I cannot ignore them-

 
A weight, a weight, a weight

I murmur.
Yet I can see through the night,

up in the clouds,
murky and gray, startling

Drifters, carriers of lost dreams
stars giving their liquid light

to this earthly scene,
I can see–

the stars sketching an eternal path
through the mud.

Kate Cragg

Path of Stars

emily vukman -pen and ink
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 In only a few minutes, she’ll be sit-
ting in a cab, looking out the window at 
the lights of the city blurred into yellow 
smudges by her tears. She’ll walk up four 
steps before she realizes that she doesn’t 
care enough today and takes the eleva-
tor. She’ll then strip off her rain-soaked 
clothing and leave it to mildew on the 
floor while she takes a long shower. She 
might not wash her hair if she’s out of 
shampoo; she might not wash her hair for 
a few days because she won’t remember 
to buy any. After a while, she’ll probably 
sit naked in her kitchen, crying into a cup 
of coffee that she’s never going to drink 
because she’ll do anything to be poetic, 
even if it’s just for herself.
 Her mother will call tonight – no, 
tomorrow, because she won’t hear about 
it until then. They’ll talk for an hour, 
maybe, about Harriet’s trip to the vet, 
or that ivy that’s taking over the South 
(neither of them can ever remember the 
name), or maybe they’ll discuss politics 
because they both want a reason to be 

From Outside Your Window

An Instance of Infinity

angry sometimes. Her mother will hang up 
so as not to be late for temple, and then she 
will be alone in her apartment again, with 
nothing to keep her mind busy. 
 She’ll sit there for as long as she can 
bear it, and then she’ll invite me in, in part 
because she wants the company, and in part 
because she wants to take my film before I 
get the chance to develop it. I won’t have 
any sort of weapon, but she will check any-
way – I guess she groups all of us together, 
regardless of the specific affliction. She will 
call me Stephen, because she can’t stand my 
real name anymore, and she will ask me why 
I do this. And I’ll know that she hates it, and 
I’ll know that I’m only upsetting her more. 
I will be too happy to care, though, because 
she’ll be talking to me.
 It will be just like last time and the 
time before. But right now, as I watch him 
break her heart, as Richard and Neil and Ian 
all did, I can only hope that this time she 
will finally realize that while everyone else 
in her life will leave her, I will stay.

Kate Leonard

There is something I must find before it’s gone.
“Infinity,” you begin, and smile at me.
Our chariot glides softly toward the dawn.

The streetlights are a string of jewels along
The highway, pearls floating in the sea.
There is something I must find before it’s gone.

Your voice flows on and intricately on,
A mathematically precise infinity.
Our chariot glides softly toward the dawn.

On a sleeping bus, we ponder pros and cons,
Discussing science, books, philosophy.
There is something I must find before it’s gone.

Though of course we will always correspond,
I cling to tenuous threads of memory;
Our chariot glides softly toward the dawn.

There are boundaries I would like to see beyond;
I would love to feel your palm against my cheek.
There is something I must find before it’s gone.
Our chariot glides softly toward the dawn.

 Sarah Winsberg
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Katie Sauvain 
 
Leaning toward the mirror, she closed one eye and drew a black line close to her lashes. She drew back, 
objective, and looked at her reflection, then darkened the other lid. 
 
”You don’t have to do this,” he said from the hearth, not looking at her. He was drawing circles in the 
ashes; he’d picked up her habits. 
 
”I do.” She painted her lips – once, twice. “They won’t recognize me, will they?” 
 
Their eyes met in the mirror. “Don’t be ridiculous,” he said. He watched as she took the dress from their 
bed and stepped into layers of white satin that hid all her softnesses with whalebone, all her shadows 
with a hard shine. 
 
”Help me with this,” she said. He rinsed and dried his hands and rose to walk toward her. He began but-
toning at the top, the high collar, and worked downward, covering up the warmth of her. When he was 
done he put his hands on her satin shoulders, asking. 
 
They stood for a long time. 
 
”I’m sick of being sure of myself,” she began, and opened her eyes, speaking to the mirror. “All my life 
I’ve lived in this forest; even at night it isn’t an unknown. You. I loved you, I married you, it all made 
sense. All that changes is whether the sleeves of the dresses I make are short or long, the height of hems, 
the fabric. I’m only eighteen and my life is clockwork.” 
 
”It’s not you. These reds and blacks on your face –” 
 
”I know.” She smiled, blushing under her rouge. “I feel like I’m walking on glass.”  
 
”Dance with a prince, at least,” he said quietly, surrendering. She was gone.

 
The palace was full of ladies who whirled like butterflies, men as tall as trees, a thousand unwavering 
smiles. She felt like a chandelier in her white dress, heavy and burning. 
 
She shone so brightly that the prince danced with her again and again, his hand steady on her back, 
guiding her through the feverish waltzes. She thought of her husband’s request and smiled. He was 
good to her; he tried to understand. Her hair began to come out of its pins, but the violins kept soaring 
high and fast. 
 
”Would you like to step out?” asked the prince during a pause in the music. His forehead was dry; he 
must be used to this. It was good that he couldn’t feel her heartbeat. It was safe, knocking away under 
her satin, her whalebone, her high collar. It was a thrill, wasn’t it? As they left the room, the grand wom-
en sent her looks sharp as jewels - jealousy, not recognition. How wonderful it was not to be recognized. 
 
He took her hand (thank goodness for the gloves that hid the calluses). The clock began to strike: he 
leaned in, she told him “yes” with her eyes and he kissed her. 
 
He kissed her. 
 
She broke from him and ran through the ballroom, scattering hairpins, gloves, shoes, past the guards 
and down the palace steps, the last stroke, midnight, and the shocked silence that came after.

Walking on Glass
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It’s here and tonight
In your state of melancholy excuses
That makes me wonder
Was there ever such a thing?
Is love and lust such a common folly
That all the ashes of the world need
To surround me with its confusion,
Hiding truth behind its stale black curtain
Framed upon a wall?
Balloons hover on the ceiling
Congratulations
You’re going to lose either way you turn.

 Morgan Lee

Untitled
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Wizard of words,
how I’ve watched you
weave a thousand
paintings into
matrimony with the shackled emotions
of my mind. The dragonfly’s
gold and green husk
clings to one
subtle blade of grass,
a summer melody, waiting
for me to climb inside.
You know I never
thought how a hummingbird
flies until you made me
look at my brittle ghost soul
without fear of falling.

 David Brisson

Ode to Komunyakaa
Dutch Landscape

A floating swan 
dives from the gray sheep’s wool.  
Puffs of wind, inconsistent 
as the breath of a white-haired grandfather,
push it over 
steep roofs and cobbled chimneys.  
It sticks, six wings spread, 
winter’s first snowflake.

 Lauren Weiss

allison gimbel -acrylic

rosie wu -acrylic
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As the Sands

Rough, coarse and grey, the buildings here are silent
Fiats anxiously wait for the changing light
The men spit in the street, and are glad to give directions
The sky is grey, but the cafes buzz with voices

Argentine Spanish wafts around the city corners
The smooth accent flowing like slowly-melted chocolate
On the cobblestone streets, they try to sell me anything
And they can tell I’m foreign

There are tango shows, cheap leather and postcards
I step over the cracked sidewalk
The men spit in the street, and are glad to give directions
Rough, coarse and grey, the buildings here are silent

 David Brisson

Good Air, Argentina

 This is the sunset,
this is the resounding glow,
sliding dull along the jagged rock walls.
 Stiff joints creak as she straightens–
dusty orange spits of fire flickering in the ending day.
The spirits of her people and this desert: 
 They journeyed through air, lakes of stars, dunes of flying sand
 kicked up to dance in front of the sun’s flares.  
The days of a sure identity flew with the eagle.
She’s only one of millions, tiny blazing sparks
pulsing in their searches through the darkness;
wrapped thick in chaos like the dust around her feet.
She thinks, you could lose yourself out there.
Memories, stale and misplaced dreams, fragments of life swirl
as the sands do.

 Kate Cragg
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I Never Dreamed That I 
Would Wake Up
Naomi Ahsan

I never dreamed that I would wake up

because one-two-too-many-to-count hens were relieving themselves of breakfast—
my breakfast-to-be, that is—creamy, topaz-colored cackleberries
warm in my grandmother’s hands and soon delicious in my mouth… 
because that was why the rooster was crowing, I think.
Either because there were no baby hens or roosters in those oblate spheroid 
fruits of futile fertility, or because he missed the company of his fertile hens

since he cried like a failed lover, so loud that I woke up, and there is nothing romantic 
about waking up to that,
but it is rather enthralling to open your eyes and see a cloudless, great marquee 
of pale blue and white overhead, and a burnt orange sun, and palm trees shading the sandy 
landing Grandmother sweeps—grains of her prickly broom against grains of gritty sand—
belying two stone steps, that constitutes her porch,

once you’ve pushed away the shutters and opened the music-box of the window.
Grandmother is frying her eggs and you can hear the crackling of the oil and road-rage-
meriting crashes of crockery, almost drowning the soft whirr
of the turtle-speed table fan that pants glistening drops on a round pot of tea—
tea made with leaves shredded and dried by the sun, bought from a sweaty street vendor, 
and thrown into the garden from the tea strainer—but the tea will still be hot

when she carries it to me in an earthen teacup that clatters on its saucer noisily,
even though every morning, I tell her that I do not drink tea,
even though every morning I drink it from her earthen teacup,
and tell her it’s wonderful, even though I must give it another few minutes and another 
spoon of sugar—
sugar that I ask not for because the hens must be fed—to swallow it without squinting

the way I do when I do wake up,
because I never dreamed that I would wake up,
because the dream I had was so beautiful,
just like my grandmother was in her life,
and always will be,
in my dream.

But I’ve woken up.

marguerite summer -photography
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Mr. Maxwell
Crossroads
Alexandra J. Terziev & Allan T. Greenleaf

Mrs. Crerand
Mr. Kaplun
Pamela Frame & Charlie Green
The Medved Family

Barbara and Sid Sobel
The Grissing Family

Galaxy is Brighton High School’s award-winning art and 
literary magazine.  Galaxy is not only a magazine; it is a 
forum where students can get feedback on their literary 
and visual works of art.  It promotes excellence in art and 
writing through constructive criticism and analysis.

Galaxy accepts submissions from all students.  Submis-
sions are turned in to the Galaxy office (room 177).  The 
art and literary editors then choose three pieces to be 
discussed anonymously at the weekly meeting, which 
takes place on Sundays from 7-9 pm.  Meetings take place 
from September through February at students’ homes.  
Locations are posted on the Galaxy door and announced 
on The Morning Show as well as in a weekly e-mail sent 
to all students who have attended one or more meetings.

In March, those who have attended ten or more meetings 
have the opportunity to vote on the pieces they would like 
to see published in the magazine.  The magazine is then 
designed and printed for distribution in late May.

Galaxy hosts other events throughout the year such as 
contests, poetry cafes and the annual Soireé in March.

Dr. Peris
Mr. Maxwell
Mr. Hall
Mr. Pacatte
Mrs. D’Ambra
All the families that hosted Galaxy meetings

Galaxy would like to extend our warmest thanks to Dr. Peris and 
Mr. Maxwell for their many years of service to the Brighton Central 
School District and their support of Galaxy magazine. 
We wish them well. They will be truly missed.
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I.
An assault to the senses
color slowly blending
from dissonant red
to harmonious green.
I break a perfect palette,
rip the flesh from its moorings,
and suddenly feel an emptiness.
A tooth is gone.

                                                                                        

She’s waiting. She’s been waiting in this lonely room for 
an hour now. The monotonous buzz of strangers swirls 
through the air. In her pockets her hands clench; fingernails 
dig into the balmy climate of her palms. His ring rests on 
her left hand. He told her that her hands are perfect; they 
can work wonders with their graceful movement.
 
Wonders. But she still cannot make him appear there in 
front of her. 
 
Poised and perfect, she continues to stand in the same spot, 
her weight resting on her left leg. She has grown into the 
floor, her roots tangled around the scattered shadows and 
vacant chairs. The stale scent of waiting drifts past her. 
Slowly, she uproots herself and her disappointment sets in. 
A crystal tear gleams in the dull light and drips off her pale 
face, shattering. The broken pieces settle onto her coat and 

The Wait      Rachel Younger

Comparing Apples and Oranges

II.
A rebellious orb
building defenses at its periphery
but once triumphed
layers upon layers
of pre-portioned packets
(made just for me)
scream, “spare us!”
one second before
their contents are released;
protesting even in death

 Leila Ehrenberg

heidi henrichs -photography

katie sauvain -photography
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Twilight Illusions
It seems later than it is.
Daylight Savings Time has roped in the night,
and in the premature twilight, 
the world has taken on a new shape.
It is at this time that
a garbage pail is a skulking murderer,
and the driveway is miles longer than it should 
be
as I ascend it.
While the moon laughs,
and the yards yawn widely,
I reach my front door, 
just as the curtain of darkness is slowly drawn. 
I leave behind this unsafe world
with the satisfying click of the lock. 

Kate Blair

 caroline miller -photography
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I curl up in an overstuffed couch
and,
in a silent protest against capitalism,
read a book I will never pay for

 Leila Ehrenberg

Petty Theft at 
Barnes & Noble

prashanth chodagiri -pencil draw-
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Daniel Ehrenberg

 He woke up to a blaring white sun. Imagination struck him, demanding a poem. 
Today was his day off, so he could do what he wanted to do: write at the Creativity Centre. 
Because his apartment was only a quarter mile away (this was one of the reasons he chose 
to live where he did), he lazily sauntered over, admiring the scenery, unbothered by the 
metropolitan sterility. As he approached, he saw what had become commonplace to him: 
a huge blue-green mottled glass dome enclosing layers upon layers of floors, each with 
hundreds of people typing at computer screens. The Creativity Centre was where literary 
works – including poetry – were composed.
 He causally entered the benign monstrosity. After randomly, unconsciously pressing 
the dingy, out of place button labeled 21 on the otherwise perfect elevator, he reached the 
requested floor, identical to all the others, and took a circuitous route to a terminal near the 
edge of the building. He clicked on Poem and an Idea appeared on the screen:

 Idea 8042: Poem
 Tip of the day: Use alliteration in your poem.
 Plot: A man is madly in love with a woman. He professes his love to her.

 “Intriguing concept. There’s a lot I can do with this,” he thought. Slowly, pausing 
every few words as he thought of exactly what to type, a string of words appeared on the 
monitor:

 From Idea 8024

 See, Starr
 You’re the loveliest lady living,
 I love you and I’d like to learn
 If you love me too.

 I sought sunny summer nights
 Thinking “Soon Starr will sense I love her,”
 But something says I must not seem subtle;
 I love you.

 A smile formed on his face in his fulfillment, his conquest, of Idea 8024. But as he 
looked back on his achievements there, and thought about the intense utility of the Creav-
itity Centre, a different expression appeared, a very unexpected one. An emotion he’d never 
experienced in his life: he felt empty. He felt there was nothing inside. The implications of 
this made pressure build up inside him, but instead of erupting, he quietly starting weep-
ing. People nearby looked over as if he were screaming – this is like a library; he had to 
be quiet – but he didn’t notice them. The last time he could remember crying was when 
he was five and three quarters, stung by a bee. Why was he doing this now? Did it have 
something to do with his poem? How could it; his poem wasn’t strange or “empty,” was 
it? It was just like all of his other poems, and just like everyone else’s here at the Creativity 
Centre. For a fleeting moment, he thought this might be because of the Creativity Centre 

From Idea 9627
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The Dark Lord of Economics
They spray out of his mouth like machine gun fire,

the ideas I try to catch with my pen.
Why we are not living in the Soviet States of America,

why Finland is stealing our crown.

His eyes strain to open wider than their sockets.
This is his rant.

Dark quilt of a beard hides the mouth
that is our only window

to the thoughts that percolate within.

He jumps forward,
mouth in a half-open smile,
palms held loosely skyward,

eyes zipping, one side, then the other,
like a probing flashlight beam.

He is the ardent fan in an arena of gross domestic products,
of monetary and fiscal policies,

of Knowledge.

He tells us the truth.
He tells us the problems.

The truth is that no one knows the solutions;
the problem is that most don’t know the problems.

David Brisson

22
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I want the crunch 
of Autumn days
beneath the soles of my sneakers.
The chill on my cheekbones,
ears pink like cotton candy.
I want the lips that chap
in the churlish wind,
and the eyes that water.
The lawns that frost,
like powdered sugar, gone by midday.
I want the trees on fire,
the drippy nose,
the orange pumpkins guarding stoops,
and little clouds after each exhalation.
The Autumn days.
The last romance before the chill.
 Kate Blair

The Autumn Days
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Activity Night

Not wasting a second,
The boys gallop their way out, only to stop at a table 
Where the PTSA moms dwell, concealing their giggles
Behind Skittles and caffeine-free Coke.

By the end of the evening, the pre-pubescent youth,
Having defined themselves as “cool”
When two sweaty hands meet two shaking shoulders,
Begin a phase of “going out,”

At least until 
The late bus comes.
                                                 Ellie Rosenfeld

Orbs of hormones take human shape and 
Cling to the walls of the gymnasium,

Subconsciously giving in to the caste system
That defines middle school.

The erratic beats of the over-played pop songs
Are driven into the developing brains, forcing bodies 

to
(Self-consciously) dance to whatever is being blasted

Over the unreasonably loud speakers.
In the downbeat of an impending slow song,  

Clusters of girls swarm through the atrium,    
Hastily making their way to the bathroom for a    

Huddled pow-wow,
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 The moon gazed down on us, open-mouthed and iridescent in the long Irish twilight.  She was 
a waxing gibbous, the phase between the half-circle profile and full stare of the face.  As astronomy 
lovers, Michael and I had snuck out here to admire her beauty in this relatively clear night, a rarity in 
Ireland.  

Our backs to the brick wall, we stood on tiptoe, just able to see the moon over a rooftop.  An 
iron fence with black spikes poking holes in the sky separated us from an undeveloped field, where 
tall strands of grass swayed in the wind.  We were pressed into this narrow alley, transfixed by the 
light of the moon.  We admired the reflective orb, and made small jokes, but then we looked at each 
other.  Michael’s face was dark, hidden by his longish hair and the cover of night.  But two flecks of 
moonlight danced on his glasses, wavering closer, closer…
 This was the moment I had been waiting for, the moment where Prince Charming plants the 
kiss that transforms the incapacitated girl into a real woman.  I had visions of golden meadows, with 
butterflies caressing ropes of honeysuckle and chickadees singing, where a flaxen-haired boy with a 
dazzling smile lay propped on his elbows amidst the tall grass, sunshine glinting off the face of his 
wristwatch.  I would dance toward him, my ankles brushing the wildflowers, and collapse beside him 
laughing.  Eyes brightening, he would gasp that quick, exhilarating breath that comes before revealing 
a tremendous secret.  In a whisper, he would tell me that we were ethereal beings, that we had tran-
scended human limitations through our pure love.  Then, we would share the mysteries of the uni-

Wet One 

Snowflakes slip silently,
crystallizing on the sill,
lit
in stretched cross patterns
by fluorescent
classroom glow:

a cavern of light
within
the darkness of night-morning.
And blank-filled faces
reflect empty
slate.

A whisper of chalk
escapes
and echoes
in the gaping minds
of columns
and rows.

Isaac Holub

Room 412: December 22, 8:03 A.M.

 ...Our lips met, and rows of teeth banged together.  The eyes of the moon bored into the back 
of my neck.  Embarrassed, I pulled away, but he smiled a bit and came forward again.  Curvaceous 
lips covered in saliva parted my own, sliding over me like vegetables in olive oil.  His tongue was a 
wet slimy creature squirming to get past my teeth.  For a moment I let him, and I winced at the taste 
of morning breath liquefied.
 The earthliness of the kiss was entirely unexpected.  There was no spiritual awakening.  There 
was no branch of lightning that grew into a cable of golden sunbeams between our chests, connecting 
our souls to make us one.  We were connected at the mouth, and the mouth only.
 As our mouths locked, I realized that I wasn’t the vivacious, sparkling girl of my fantasies.  I 
was any girl, every girl, kissing a guy with her back to the wall in a dirty alley.  There was nothing 
special about us.
 The truth was that kissing wasn’t as great as it was famed to be.  My dreams of the perfect kiss 
were refuted, proven as realistic as the existence of dragons and unicorns.  Yet, I still hold onto my 
fantasy, not because I believe it will come true, but because I cherish it as a beautiful ideal.  Like a 
rainbow soap bubble, I let it hover, floating on heavenward, because I would rather try to achieve a 
fantastic enigma than accept the dreary truth.

Lauren Weiss
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He approached the canvas and stood 
beside me, his shoes making hard echoes
through the still museum room.
“What are you thinking?”

I wanted to snap closed
and make his question bleed.
“Bar Scene,” by Douglas Gorsline, 1942,
was mine – her painted eyes burning 
among the dark horizontals
of so many masculine shoulders,
the yellow folds of the fabric of her dress.
I swallowed them all.

They scraped down my windpipe
and I wrapped them shining-smooth
to hold between my ribs:
an iridescent secret.

“What do you feel?” 

– he tried to pry me open, 
to cut through my skin
to the round brightness.

(I just wanted to let you know
that someone understands.)

 Katie Sauvain

Letter to an Oyster

Gully

 “It won’t hurt, will it?”
 I slid my hands slowly into my pock-
ets, allowing them to escape the biting win-
ter gusts. I wanted to laugh as I saw Paul 
look over the railing with such a childish 
fear. Despite his worry, I knew – he knew – 
that he would go in.
 “It won’t hurt,” I whispered assur-
ingly, “I promise.” I watched entangled 
strands of blue and pink begin to unravel 
as folding torrents fingered their knots – a 
fallen scarf from an earlier passerby. Hav-
ing already surrendered to the waves, 
pebbles and twigs glided past, wishing that 
they, too, could still cling onto a protruding 
stick. I eyed the soft patch of mud that Paul 
was going to aim for; 
I eyed Paul, whose weary glance was fo-
cused on the same spot. “Do you trust me?”
 He leaned in to kiss me, and over the 

grimly prosaic squeak of our jackets sliding 
together, he murmured something unintel-
ligible in my ear. My lips skimmed his cold, 
pink cheek briefly as I side-stepped out of 
the suffocating grasp. 
 “I love you, Meg,” he breathed anx-
iously. I smiled. Paul slowly turned to the 
handrail, seemingly waiting for the icicles 
garnishing its underside to melt. His feet 
found their way to the lower bar, then the 
upper.
 He jumped. 
 A cold gust of wind washed over 
me as I leaned over the railing, surveying 
the gully. Silt polluted the water, having 
risen from its resting place to reveal a bed of 
rocks. The waves diverged as they flowed 
past two languid, obtruding lips, kissing the 
bitter air as a matted length of blue and pink 
thread floated downstream.

Kate Leonard
ej baker -photography
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Lauren Weiss
 
 The leaves trickled down, a few more fall-
ing every day, until the very tips of the branches 
were naked, sticking out of the dying crown like 
pins out of a pincushion.  By mid-November, 
most were strewn over the ground, creating a 
massive multi-colored carpet, but some still clung 
to the trees, sickly, ready for a great gust of wind 
to pluck them off.
 Thus, autumn held its breath, waiting for 
a sign of winter.  That sign could only manifest 
itself in one way: all winters start with a frost.  Yet 
no one ever sees the true beginning of winter.
 With a crunch like a gunshot, my slipper 
destroyed the fine scattering of ice crystals.  It 
was 5:30 a.m., still dark, so I didn’t see the frost.  I 
didn’t know it was there until I stepped on it.
 I hadn’t turned on any lights on because I 
needed to preserve my night vision for stargaz-
ing.  Jupiter and Venus were in conjunction, and 
I had risen specially to catch sight of their cos-
mic dance.  They burned overhead, the diamond 
earrings of the world’s most beautiful celebrity 
– Mother Nature herself.  The moon bathed the 
deck in its pearlescent light, illuminating a sea of 
frost.  Each tiny bead was a star itself.  How could 
I have failed to witness the formation of thou-
sands of stars just outside my door?
 Later that morning, as I was walking to 
school in the wan sunlight of an overcast morn-
ing, I smiled at the blanched world.  Piles of 
leaves huddled like ghosts on the roadside, their 
colors muted.  I picked one up, a flimsy three-
pronged red thing, and twirled it between my 
thumb and forefinger.  Tiny beads of glittering 
white lined its edges like salt on the rim of a mar-
garita glass.  How could I have missed this, the 
annual ceremony in which winter first sprinkles 
the world with fairy dust?  I had been bundled in 
my quilt between four boxy walls, snugly tucked 
away from the biting chill of the outdoors.
 I breathed in the crisp air, smelling the 
coldness.  The change of season was here at last, 
but I had missed its first sign.

Jack Leaves
One day’s worth of clothes is enough. 
After that I’ll wear your sweaters.
I like the way your shape 
slopes off my shoulders, 
hangs halfway down my thighs.

I’ll bring one sheet of paper,
and when it’s full
I’ll write my poems on your skin:
mixed metaphors along the collarbone,
caesura on the smile of your lips.

When we live this way, we blend.
You embrace the me inside you;
when I kiss you I receive my words reversed.

 Katie Sauvain

Packing the Suitcase
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